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Sydney
Soak up Sydney’s gorgeous harbour, seductive outdoor lifestyle and breathtaking natural beauty. Sydney’s
Harbour wraps itself around the shore and is ready for the taking. Sail under the Sydney Harbour Bridge, take
in the view of the Opera House as you whisk across the harbour to Manly, sink your toes in the sands of Bondi
Beach or lose yourself in the cobblestone cul-de-sacs of The Rocks. Sydney truly is a wonderland.
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Day 1

o Morning – Arrival At Sydney International Airport and Check into Hotel 
After a warm welcome at Sydney International Airport guests will be transferred to the hotel for their private
check-in. After a short rest and time to fresen up, we head out on a little adventure to get to know this vibrant
city.

o Afternoon – Getting to Know The City
Guests will be picked up from their hotel and driven east around Sydney Harbour to take in the stunning views, 
affluent suburbs, beautiful architecture before stopping at one of the best spots in the city to get that perfect
picture with not one but two of Sydney’s icons, the Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge.  An
instagramable shot. 

o Evening – Welcome to Sydney Dinner
Tonight guests will be taken up high for a dinner with a view.   Enjoy one of the best seats in Sydney in this
iconic restaurant, 47 floors above the city and with 360 degree views.  It is a revolving cosmopolitan oasis that
will have guests mesmerised with the panoramic views all the while being wined and dined in style.
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Day 2

o Morning – Exploring Greater Sydney 
Leaving the city on a full day of exploring, guests head to a beautiful wildlife sanctuary for a hands on
experience with Australia’s native animals including a photo with a cuddly Koala.  Driving further west and 
across the plains we enter the spectacular Blue Mountain región. For morning tea, we drop into a hidden valley
seeking out Kangaroos that may graze in the wild. Experience the fresh mountain air in this heritage listed
área, surrounded by dramatic scenery, waterfalls and the famous Three Sisters sandstone rock formation. 

o Evening – Eat Like A Local
Sydney has so many great restaruants to choose from so tonight we leave the choice up to you.  Enjoy a  
progressive dinner at a few of our favourite Sydney restaurants. 
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Day 3

o Morning – Choice of Activities
Spoilt for choice - Today you can choose from three of the top activities to do in Sydney:

o Evening – Farwell Sydney 
There is no better way to farewell your time in Sydney than with a cruise on our famous harbour. Board a luxury
vessel, with a glass of bubbles in hand, and begin to set sail. You will be taken on an unforgettable journey past
all the Sydney icons that can only be seen from the water.  Watch the sun set and the city lights begin to
twinkle as the rest of the exciting night lies ahead of you.

• Sydney Opera House

Enjoy an exclusive guided 

behind-the-scenes look into the 

world-class arts venue with a 

backstage tour that explores 

insider secrets and the world of 

the performing arts.

• Bridgeclimb

The best views in Sydney are at

the top of the Harbour Bridge.

Absorb a 360 degree panorama 

of Sydney as you journey to the 

summit on this unique climb 

experience that will take your 

breath away.  

• Bronti to Bondi Coastal Walk

A cliff top coastal walk, The Bronte to 

Bondi walk is one of the most iconic 

walking trails in Sydney and  

favourite of the locals. The 

panoramic views of the South Pacific 

Ocean atop of sandstone cliffs are 

absolutely breathtaking. You may 

even spot a dolphin or whale.
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Uluru
Australia’s Red Centre considered the spiritual heart of Australia, a vast desert landscape with its
awe-inspiring natural wonders and cultural treasures, is an outback adventure just waiting to be
discovered.
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Day 2

o Morning – Arrive in The Northern Territory - Uluru
You have arrived in the Outback, a spiritual land with one of the most famous rocks in the world – Uluru. From
the airport you drive straight to this majestic monolith, 550 millions old and standing at 384 metres tall. It is a 
spectacular natural formation, sacred to indigenous Australians and you can feel a powerful presence the
minute you lay eyes on it.  

o Afternoon – Dot Painting 
Join the local indigenous artists for an afternoon of Dot painting. Learn about the different symbols used to 
create beautiful works of art depicting Creation Time (Tjukurpa) stories. Create your own artwork to take home 
as a memento of your experience.

o Evening – A Star Gazing Dinner
Dine under a canopy of stars.  Starting on a lone sand dune and then walking on a meandering path, you will
arrive at the best outdoor restaurant you have ever been too.  With uninterrupted, 360 degree views of this vast
landscape you will have the spectacular Uluru in front of you and the domes of Kata Tjuta behind you. Witness
the spectacular sunset over Uluru, while being entertained by the local didgeridoo players. After feasting on 
some of the local delicacies, your attention will be turned to the resident ‘star talker’  who will take you on a 
mesmerising tour of the southern night sky.  
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Cairns
Experience the unparalleled natural beauty of Cairns, where spectacular reefs, ancient rainforests, rich
culture, and an alfresco dining scene blend into one. A truly tropical paradise where the rainforest meets
the reef, and the only place in the world where two world heritage-listed sites can be found side-by-side.
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Day 5

o Morning – Sunrise at Uluru
Seeing the sunrise over Uluru is a really unique experience and one not to be missed.  Rise and shine early to
catch the morning rays as they cascade over Uluru.  Have your cameras at the ready to capture the moments
Uluru apprears to change colour with the suns incoming rays.

o Afternoon – Arrive in Cairns 
You have arrived in tropical north Queensland where nature abounds on every corner. Cairns is a vibrant city 
that pulses with energy.  Energised by the surrounding nature, rainforest, and wildlife, it is the place to soak up 
the tropical lifestyle and the gateway to World Heritage listed Great Barrier Reef.

o Evening – Pool Side Party 
Head poolside this evening for a true outdoor tropical welcome. As the sun begins to set, guests will enjoy pre 
dinner canapes and drinks on the pool deck whilst scattered around the resort poolside will be areas with luxe 
lounges for casual seating whilst cruisey lounge music is played in the background.  This is a perfect way to 
begin this iconic tropical experience before enjoying a bbq dinner poolside. 
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Day 6

o Morning – Full Reef day 
Experience first hand the magic that is the Great Barrier Reef!  Guests will take a cruise to a reef at the very 
edge of Australia's Continental Shelf, to an underwater world that is a dazzling kaleidoscope of colour and 
brilliance to experience the most pristine ecosystem.  Snorkel, dive or enjoy a helicopter flight over this 
incredible natural wonder of the world.

o Evening – Dinner in the Rainforest
A secret ancient forest awaits guests on this journey of mystery. Turning off the main highway, guests soon 
wonder about their final destination as the road narrows and the coach makes its way down a winding dirt track 
deeper into the over hanging forest.  As guests arrive to their dinner destination, flickering torches beckon them
to follow the dark and winding path before revealing the secret rainforest dinner destination. 
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Day 7

o Transfer to airport after leisurely breakfast
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Level 2, 19 Harris Street, Pyrmont, NSW, Australia

Ovationdmc.com/country/australia
Phone : +61.2.9213.4022

Thank

you!


